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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to quantitatively evaluate the body surface area (BSA) model ability to predict tumor
absorbed dose and treatment outcome through retrospective voxel-based dosimetry. Methods: Data from thirty-five
hepatocellular carcinoma patients with a total of forty-two resin microsphere radioembolization treatments were
included. Injected activity was planned with the BSA model. Voxel dosimetry based on 99mTc-labeled macroaggregated
albumin SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET was retrospectively performed using a dedicated treatment planning system
(PLANET® Dose, DOSIsoft SA, Cachan, France). Average dose and dose-volume histograms (DVHs) of the
anatomically-defined tumors were analyzed. The selected dose metrics extracted from DVHs were: minimum dose to
50% and 70% of the tumor volume (D50 and D70 respectively) and percentage of the volume receiving at least 120 Gy
(V120). Treatment response was evaluated six months after therapy according to the European Association for the Study
of the Liver (EASL) criteria. Results: Six month response was evaluated in 26 treatments: 14 were considered as
objective response (OR) and 12 as non-responding (NR).

90

Y-microsphere PET based retrospective dosimetry

evaluation showed a large inter-patient variability with a median average absorbed dose to the tumor of 60 Gy. In 62%
(26/42) of the cases, tumor, non-tumoral liver, and lung doses could have complied with the recommended thresholds
by increasing the injected activity calculated by the BSA method. Average doses, D50, D70, and V120 were significantly
higher in OR than in NR. Conclusion: In our population, tumor average dose and DVH metrics were associated with
tumor response. However the activity calculated by the BSA could have been increased to reach the recommended
tumor dose threshold. Tumor uptake, target and non-target volumes, and dose distribution heterogeneity should be
taken into account for activity planning.
Keywords Dosimetry - 90Y-microspheres - Radioembolization - BSA - Hepatocellular carcinoma
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INTRODUCTION
Today, for

90

Y resin microspheres (SIR-Spheres®, SIRTeX Medical, Sydney, Australia), three activity planning

methods are recommended by the manufacturer: empirical model, body surface area (BSA) and partition model (1,2).
The empirical model recommends exclusively three values of activity based on tumor involvement. The BSA method
which has been historically used for chemotherapy is based on patient surface area and tumor involvement but neglects
the tumor-to-normal liver (T/N) uptake ratio. The partition model is based on the Medical Internal Radiation Dose
principles and is considered as more accurate and personalized. The partition model accounts for tumor avidity but
assumes uniform dose distribution in the tumor. Despite its semi-empirical nature, the BSA method is the most widely
used so far for its simplicity.
Many authors have discussed BSA limitations emphasizing the lack of correlation with liver volume, tumor
avidity and absorbed dose and recommending more accurate and personalized methods (3-6). However, this was not
quantitatively addressed with a voxel-based dosimetry. This study is a retrospective 3D voxel-based dosimetry analysis
in a hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) population treated by 90Y-microsphere radioembolization with injected activity
planned using the BSA calculation. The aim is to quantitatively evaluate BSA ability to predict tumor absorbed dose
and treatment outcome.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Characteristics
A total of 42 treatments in 35 HCC patients performed at our institution by radioembolization with 90Y resin
microspheres from February 2012 to December 2015 were included in this study. Among the 35 patients, 23 were
included in the SorAfenib versus Radioembolization in Advanced Hepatocellular carcinoma protocol. Authorization
for ancillary study was duly obtained from the protocol principal investigator. All patients gave written informed
consent to treatment and retrospective analysis of their clinical and imaging data for research purpose.
All patients included in this study had unresectable HCC. Baseline characteristics of the treatments are
reported in Table 1. For a same patient, treatments targeting separately the right and left lobes or sequential treatments
at more than a six-month interval were considered as distinct procedures. There were 1 whole-liver, 35 lobar and 6
segmental treatments. A retrospective dosimetric study was conducted on the forty-two radioembolization sessions.
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99m

Tc-MAA Imaging and Activity Planning
99m

Tc-labeled macroaggregated albumin (99mTc-MAA) were injected into the hepatic artery as microsphere

surrogate. Planar and SPECT/CT images were acquired within an hour. This simulation step was used for lung shunt
fraction estimation and verification of right targeting/absence of extrahepatic deposition.
SPECT/CT data were acquired using an Infinia Hawkeye IV (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with the
following parameters: spectroscopic window at 140 keV ± 10%, 32 projections, 25s/projection, matrix 128 x 128,
voxel size 4.4 x 4.42 x 4.42 mm3, low energy high resolution collimator. SPECT data were reconstructed on a Xeleris
3.0562 workstation (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) using Ordered-Subset Expectation-Maximization with 5
iterations and 8 subsets, attenuation and scatter corrections using GE standard commercial solutions.
Activity was planned following the microsphere manufacturer recommendations at that time. Following the
most recent method proposed by Kennedy et al. (7), the BSA model was applied according to the type of treatment.
For total liver treatment:

0.2

For lobar treatment:

0.2

For segment treatment:

0.2

With
BSA

0.20247

.

.

With VTumor as the tumor volume, VTumor lobe as the tumor volume in the treated lobe, VTotal lobe as the lobe volume
including the tumor, VTumor segment as the tumor volume in the treated segment, VTotal segment as the segment volume
including the tumor, VTotal liver as the total liver volume including the tumor. These volumes were previously defined
by radiologists on contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
4
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Lung shunt fraction was evaluated using anterior and posterior planar scans. A dose to the lungs >25 Gy or
presence of significant focal extra-hepatic uptake were considered as contraindications for treatment.
90

Y-microsphere Imaging
Microsphere distribution was controlled for each treatment session by a PET/CT exam on the next day. Liver-

centered PET/CT acquisitions were performed on a Biograph non-TOF PET/CT (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen,
Germany) for a total scan duration of 40 min. PET reconstruction parameters used at this time for SIRT dosimetry
were: 3D Ordered-Subset Expectation-Maximization (1 iteration/8 subsets) with point spread function compensation,
attenuation correction, Gaussian post-filtering with full width at half maximum of 4 mm, 128128 matrix with a voxel
size of 5.35.33.4 mm3.
Retrospective Dosimetry
Retrospective 99mTc-MAA SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET based voxel dosimetry were performed using a
treatment planning system (PLANET® Dose, DOSIsoft SA, Cachan, France) following a process similar to the one
used in external beam radiation therapy (Figure 1).
The first step was the anatomical segmentation of target volumes (considered as one global unique volume)
and whole liver volume on contrast-enhanced CT or MRI images. This was done by a single radiologist using the
diagnostic workstation available in the radiology department (AW Workstation, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA).
When relevant (n=2), necrotic (i.e., non-enhancing) area was subtracted from the tumor volume to assess dose in the
viable tumor only. Contours were then imported as RT-Struct sets in the treatment planning system. Lesions <2 cm
were not considered for dose assessment in order to limit partial volume effect induced bias. The non-tumoral liver
(NTL) volume was defined in the treatment planning system by subtracting the tumor volume from the total liver
volume.
99m

Tc-MAA SPECT/CT and 90Y-microsphere PET/CT images were co-registered with the reference exam

(contrast-enhanced CT or MRI). 99mTc-MAA SPECT images were normalized so that total hepatic uptake matches the
actual therapeutic activity corrected for lung shunt fraction and residual activity.
3D dose map was calculated for pre- and post-treatment dosimetry using a kernel convolution algorithm at
voxel level based on the Medical Internal Radiation Dose formalism detailed in Pamphlet No. 17 (8). Dose to a given
target voxel k from N surrounding source voxels h (including the target voxel itself, h=0) is given by the equation:
5
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←
where

is the time-integrated activity within voxel h and

←

is the absorbed dose per unit

cumulated activity between each voxel pair (S-value). This was implemented in the dose calculation algorithm as a
discrete convolution between the time-integrated activity map containing each individual

and the voxel S-

value kernel.
Average dose to the tumor (Davg) and metrics extracted from dose-volume histograms (DVH): the minimum
dose to 50% and 70% of the tumor volume (D50 and D70 respectively) and the percentage of the volume receiving at
least 120 Gy (V120) were studied.
Therapy response
Treatment response was evaluated on follow-up contrast-enhanced CT or MRI obtained six months after
radioembolization in blind analysis by two radiologists. Response was defined according to the recommendations of
the European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) (9). Tumor response was conventionally classified as:
complete response (CR) for absence of any enhancing tissue, partial response for a 50% decrease in enhancing tissue,
progressive disease (PD) for a 25% increase in the size of one or more measurable lesions or appearance of new
lesions, and stable disease (SD) otherwise. Objective response (OR) was defined as either CR or partial response. SD
or PD were considered as non-responding (NR).
Statistical analysis
The optimal to actual (BSA-planned) activity ratio was calculated for each evaluation based on

90

Y-

microsphere PET dosimetry. Optimal activity was defined as the injected activity that would enable to meet the tumor,
NTL, and lung dose criteria of 120 Gy, 50 Gy and 30 Gy respectively as reported in the literature (7,10). For each
case, the ratio lower bound corresponds to an optimal injected activity that would enable to deliver 120 Gy to the
tumor. The ratio upper bound represents the maximal activity complying with the 50 Gy limit to the NTL and the 30
Gy limit to the lungs. When the activity ratio based on the NTL or lung threshold was lower than the ratio based on
the tumor threshold, only the NTL or lung tolerance criteria was taken into account.
Dose metrics based on 99mTc-MAA SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET were compared using paired Student’s
t test.

90

Y-microsphere based dose metrics in OR and NR were compared using Student’s t test. Pearson’s
6
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correlation and Bland-Altman analysis were used to evaluate the agreement between optimal activities based on 99mTcMAA and 90Y-microsphere dosimetry. A P-value ≤0.05 was considered as significant.
RESULTS
Therapy response
Treatment response assessment was available six months after therapy in 26 treatments because of early
deaths that occurred before six months (n=16). The six month response rate according to EASL criteria evaluated on
these 26 treatments was 54%. There were 14 OR including 4 CR and 10 partial responses, and 12 NR including 5 SD
and 7 PD. For one patient, response was considered as CR because he was down-staged and benefited from a
hepatectomy four months after radioembolization.
Dosimetry
Table 2 summarizes the main dosimetric data over the analyzed treatments: injected activity (IA), lung shunt
fraction, treated tumor volume (VT), average dose to the tumor and to the NTL, D70, D50 and V120. Dose variable
subscripts refer to 99mTc-MAA SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET based dosimetry. Average dose to the tumor and all
DVH indices based on 90Y-microsphere PET dosimetry were significantly higher in OR than in NR (97±53 Gy vs
60±24 Gy for Davg, 87±49 Gy vs 5021 Gy for D50, 6138 Gy vs 3417 Gy for D70, and 2828 % vs 913 % for V120).
Difference between 99mTc-MAA SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET based dosimetry was not significant for all metrics
except the average dose to the NTL.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of 90Y-microsphere PET based tumor mean dose and DVH metrics in NR and
OR treatments. Number and percentage of responding tumors are specified for stratified ranges of each dose metric,
highlighting dose-effect relationship.
Looking at the average dose to the tumor, for Davg-90Y≥120 Gy, all treatments (n=4) were evaluated as
responding (OR). On the contrary, when Davg-90Y≤40 Gy all treatments (n=3) were in a PD state. For intermediate
values of Davg-90Y ranging from 44 Gy to 105 Gy, treatments were in OR (n=10), SD (n=5) or PD (n=4) states.
When D70-90Y≥80 Gy, all treatments (n=3) were considered as OR with a Davg-90Y from 93 Gy to 180 Gy. When
D70-90Y≤ 20 Gy, which means 30% of the volume receiving less than 20 Gy, all treatments (n=2) were in PD state with
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Davg-90Y from 24 Gy to 34 Gy. For intermediate values of D70-90Y ranging from 23 Gy to 69 Gy, treatments were in OR
(n=11), SD (n=5) or PD (n=5) states.
Optimal activity
For each of the 42 treatments, the optimal activity to reach a dose of 120 Gy to the tumor was calculated using
proportionality relationship based on 90Y-microsphere dosimetry and ranged from 0.43 to 7.8 GBq. Adding the 50 Gy
and 30 Gy limits to the NTL and lungs respectively, the optimal activity ranged from 0.43 to 6.9 GBq.
The ratio of the optimal activity to the activity planned by the BSA model was calculated for each of the 26
treatments evaluated at 6 months. Figure 3 shows the ratio values according to tumor response. The ratio to reach an
average dose of 120 Gy to the tumor while keeping the dose to the NTL and the lungs under the tolerance thresholds
were significantly higher in the NR group (2.31.1; range 1.15.1) than in the OR group (1.4 ± 0.6; range 0.62.7;
P=0.03). In 73% of the treatments (19/26), 120 Gy to the tumor could have been delivered while keeping the dose to
the NTL and lungs less than 50 Gy and 30 Gy respectively. Considering all treatments, this proportion was 62%
(26/42). In the remaining treatments, the 120 Gy objective would not have been achievable because of unfavorable
tumor targeting.
Figure 4 shows the results regarding the comparison (correlation plot and Bland-Altman diagram) between
99m

Tc-MAA SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET based optimal activities. There was an overall good agreement between

the two dosimetric approaches (Pearson’s R=0.86, P<0.001).
DISCUSSION
Therapy response
Tumor response was assessed according to EASL criteria as recommended in the literature. Keppke et al.
showed that using combined criteria (size and necrosis) is more accurate for response assessment after
radioembolization than using criteria only based on size (11). Six-month evaluation was chosen since full response
after radioembolization is supposed to be assessable 4-8 months after therapy (12).
In this study, 3D dose delivered to the tumor was retrospectively evaluated showing two main results
regarding the BSA method and dose-effect relationship.
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The BSA: a non-dosimetry approach
The first result is related to an overall analysis of delivered doses when activity was planned with the more
recent version of the BSA method described by Kennedy et al. (7). In the literature, the recommended dose to be
delivered to HCC tumors to achieve response with 90Y resin microsphere radioembolization is 120 Gy (10). In our
population, the median value of the average dose was 60 Gy which is half the recommended dose and in only six cases
(14% of the treatments), the tumor average dose was higher than the 120 Gy objective. As for the doses to the NTL,
they were all lower than the 50 Gy threshold. Furthermore, for 26 over 42 treatments (62% of the treatments), 120 Gy
to the tumor could have been delivered while keeping the dose to the NTL and to the lungs less than 50 Gy and 30 Gy
respectively. The under-dosing retrospectively observed in most of the cases could be related to the BSA calculation
used which is not a “dosimetry based” method, like Kao et al. mentioned (3). This is illustrated by Figure 3 where the
optimal IA would be higher than the IA planned by the BSA model for all the treatments evaluated as NR (ratio>1).
In the remaining 38% of the treatments, the 120 Gy objective would not have been achievable because of unfavorable
tumor targeting.
More recently, Kao et al. discussed the limitations of the BSA method by pointing out particularly the missing
T/N ratio in the BSA formula (13). T/N ratio referring to the preferential microsphere implantation in the tumor is
lesion-based and underlies radioembolization efficacy. Low dose values are precisely due to non-favorable T/N ratio.
Neglecting T/N ratio could partly explain the high inter-patient variability in absorbed doses (Davg-90Y = 7447 Gy;
range 23197 Gy) while the same planning objective was assumed when applying the BSA. Also, as noted by several
authors the BSA is not correlated to the liver size. This may be suitable in a healthy population but can lead to over or
under dosage for cancerous livers, especially in situations of extreme tumor burden (5,14,15) or atrophic liver related
to chronic liver disease.
Moreover, Kao et al. interestingly noted that being based only on patient height, weight and tumor
involvement, the range of activities calculated by the BSA method would mainly be included between 1 and 3 GBq
when considering extreme cases (3). In our population, to reach the 120 Gy mean absorbed dose to the tumor while
keeping the dose to the NTL and the lungs below the 50 Gy and 30 Gy tolerance thresholds, IA should have ranged
from 0.43 to 6.5 GBq. This range of activity values exceeds the activity vials available today. These theoretical values
would need to be adjusted taking into account other factors such as patient baseline condition, remaining hepatic
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function, and tumor uptake (1), hence multiplying the activity by a simple coefficient would likely not be adequate in
most of the cases. The flaw is in the BSA formula itself which is not adapted for this therapy since it disregards
essential parameters such as T/N ratio, liver volume and dose distribution heterogeneity. Today, only voxel-based
dosimetry integrates all these variables and its feasibility has already been proven (16,17).
Dose-effect relationship
The second interesting result is the relationship between dose and treatment response for HCC patients.
Average dose and all dose metrics extracted from DVHs were significantly higher in the OR compared to the NR
(Table 2).
Although the average value of D70-90Y was 45 Gy over the treatments we analyzed, it can be noted that for
D70-90Y higher than 80 Gy all treatments resulted in OR (n=3). Kao et al., who were ones of the earliest authors to
analyze DVHs for 90Y-microsphere radioembolization, suggested D70>100 Gy for CR (18). Putting aside differences
in terms of methodology applied, discrepancies between the two thresholds can be explained by the fact that delivered
doses were higher in their population and patients were selected as treated under highly favorable conditions. In both
studies, this DVH analysis was carried out in a few number of patients. A larger study is required to define dose
thresholds from DVH as additional dosimetric indicators to the average dose commonly used. In agreement with tumor
dose objective given in the literature, all tumors (n=4) receiving an average dose higher than 120 Gy were evaluated
as responding to treatment (10).
Therefore, combining average dose value and dose metrics extracted from DHVs could help to plan the
suitable therapeutic activity and predict treatment response.
Like reported by several authors, both the BSA and the partition model are based on the assumption of
homogeneous microsphere deposition (6,19). However, as Kao et al. pointed out, many studies have shown
microsphere deposition heterogeneity at microscopic and macroscopic levels (3,19-22). For this reason, interest for
voxel-based dosimetry is growing for predicting tumor control as D’Arienzo et al. concluded on their case report (23).
In addition to greater accuracy, dose map calculation provides similar analysis tools as the ones used in external beam
radiation therapy to help the medical team for treatment planning optimization: dose profiles, isodose displays, DVHs,
etc.
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Limitations and perspectives
Caution should be taken with dose values given here only on an indicative basis to highlight dose-effect
relationship. They cannot be considered as dose thresholds applicable in a clinical context due to two main limitations.
First, a limited number of patients was included in order to ensure the homogeneity of the cohort in terms of tumor
histology, microsphere type, and planning methodology. Second, 90Y-microsphere PET based dosimetry may suffer
with variability due to image noise and free-breathing acquisition, as well as bias related to partial volume effect and
registration inaccuracies.
99m

In this study, tumor dosimetry based on
90

Tc-MAA was not significantly different from the one based on

Y-microsphere. Although MAA is not a perfect microsphere surrogate as already discussed in the literature (24,25),

it is today the only consensual method to assess dose before treatment and it plays a key role in planning the activity
to inject. That is why the agreement between

99m

Tc-MAA SPECT and 90Y-microsphere PET dosimetry needs to be

investigated in more detail.
As it appears on Figure 3, there was in most of the cases a wide margin of decision between the two classical
approaches discussed in the literature, i.e. the “minimal efficient activity” (preserving the NTL as much as possible
while delivering sufficient dose to the tumor) (10) and the maximal tolerable activity (26). Individual therapeutic
decision requires a patient-based approach taking into account patient clinical status, hepatic functional reserve, as
well as cumulative dose issues if future therapies are considered.
CONCLUSION
This retrospective study highlighted two main results. First, the activity to administer calculated by the BSA
method could have been increased in most of the cases to comply with the dose thresholds recommended in the
literature. Second, in our population, tumor dosimetry (whether in terms of average dose or DVH metrics) was
markedly associated with tumor response. The increasing interest for radioembolization is going to require dosimetry
tools and reference levels to be able to better personalize treatments.
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Figure 1. Process of retrospective pre and post-treatment dosimetry. Tumor and NTL are delineated in red and blue
respectively.
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Figure 2. 90Y-microsphere PET based tumor mean dose and DVH metrics in non-responding (NR, in orange) and
objective response (OR, in blue) treatments. Number and percentage of responding tumors are specified for stratified
ranges of dose metrics, highlighting dose-effect relationship.
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Figure 3. Optimal to actual (BSA-based) activity ratio for each of the 26 treatments with 6 month-EASL response
evaluation. Lower bound corresponds to the 120 Gy objective to the tumor, upper bound to the 50 Gy and 30 Gy
objective to NTL and lungs respectively. Treatments in which NTL and lung dose limitations would not allow to reach
120 Gy to the tumor are marked with an asterisk. OR = objective response, NR = non-responding
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Figure 4. Comparison between the optimal activities calculated based on 99mTc-MAA and 90Y-microsphere dosimetry.
Left: scatter plot. The dashed line stands for the linear regression. Right: Bland-Altman diagram. The plain line
indicates the mean difference and the dashed lines the 95% limits of agreement. OR = objective response in blue, NR
= non-responding in orange, R: Pearson’s correlation, NS = not significant.
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Clinical Variable

Value

Age (years)

64 ± 11

Gender
Male

39

Female

3

WHO performance status
0

32

1

10

BCLC classification
B

14

C

28

Child Classification
A5

24

A6

12

B7
Prior local

6
therapy(*)

Yes

27

No

15

Tumor morphology
Infiltrative

21

Nodular

21

Portal Vein Thrombosis
Yes

21

No

21

Number of lesions (>2cm)
1

22

>1 and <5

13

≥5

7

Tumor burden (%)
<25

33

>25 and <50

7

>50

2

TABLE 1. Baseline Characteristics for the 42 treatments. WHO = World Health Organization. BCLC = Barcelona
Clinic Liver Cancer. (*) Prior local therapies include chemoembolization, radiofrequency ablation.
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All (n=42)

OR (n=14)

NR (n=12)

Mean

SD

Median

Range

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

P (OR vs NR)

IA (GBq)

1.18

0.43

1.10

0.29-2.60

1.07

0.51

1.18

0.29

NS

Lung shunt (%)

6.8

4.0

5.9

1.73-18.6

6.4

4.0

6.5

3.0

NS

Tumor volume (cm3)

407

462

213

8-2043

214

175

385

374

NS

Tumor (MAA)

77

51

52

19-212

104

58

68

41

0.09

Tumor (90Y)

74

47

60

23-197

97

53

60

24

0.04

P (MAA vs 90Y)

NS

Non-tumoral liver (MAA)

16

9

17

0-38

17

7

16

9

NS

Non-tumoral liver (90Y)

22

9

21

7-44

24

8

21

10

NS

Mean dose (Gy)

P (MAA vs 90Y)

NS

0.003

NS

0.02

NS

DVH indices
D50-MAA (Gy)

61

49

43

9-219

92

62

50

27

0.04

D50-90Y (Gy)

66

46

48

15-200

87

49

50

21

0.02

P (MAA vs 90Y)

NS

D70-MAA (Gy)

34

35

24

1-164

57

48

28

22

0.06

D70-90Y (Gy)

45

36

32

8-165

61

38

34

17

0.04

P (MAA vs 90Y)

NS

V120-MAA (%)

19

23

8

0-83

33

27

13

16

0.04

V120-90Y (%)

19

25

8

0-87

28

28

9

13

0.05

P (MAA vs 90Y)

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

TABLE 2. Main dose metrics regarding all the evaluations included (n=42) and those for which six-month tumor
response evaluation according to EASL criteria was available (n=26). OR: objective response, NR: non-responding,
SD = standard deviation, IA = injected activity, NS = not significant, MAA: 99mTc-macroaggregated albumin
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